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ABSTRACT  
 

Myth has close relationship with art and particularly poetry. Myth is rooted in the civilization and culture of 
nations and literature is one of the factors of eternality and survival of culture and civilizations. The poets raise 
ancient myths, beliefs and dreams of their nations and as a result they regenerate them with connection between 
myths and their contemporary beliefs in an inner quest in collective unconsciousness. Myths have been reflected 
in poetry of Amir Khusroww Dehlawi significantly. The Persian literature great poets approach toward national 
and religious myths and application of these characters in their poems depicts their ideology and attitude toward 
nationality and religion. Some poets have preferred national characters than religious heroes and some have 
respected religious myths in Persian literature history. This article tries to investigate manifestation of myths in 
general and in religious and national scopes in particular in Amir Khusrow Dehlawi poetry. 
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Introduction 
 

In Persian language “Ostoreh” is rooted in 
Arabic word of “Ostorat” means narratives without 
reference and this word is rooted in Greek word of 
“historia” means search and knowledge and 
explanation and  history  composed of “history” 
means referee and “idein” means see and relatives. 
This word is rooted in Greek “muthos” means speech 
and legend. 

Myths (Asatir) have been referd in Quran nine 
times And they say, "Legends of the former peoples 
which he has written down, and they are dictated to 
him morning and afternoon."(Foraqn:5) 

In comment on Tafsiralmizan myth and myths 
means lie and deceit and it is probable that it is 
rooted in “Satr” means a line of written text and then 
it has been misused in false 
speeches”(Tafsiralmizan,v.13:78). 
 
Myth and narration genres: 
 
a) Myth and legend: 

 
Myth is sometimes based on legend in Persian 

literature but legends are unorganized stories that 
they can be considered as structural foundations and 
they are traditional stories in folklore. Myth is a real 
narrative and legend is inaccurate and imaginative 
story. The boundary between myth and legend is 

close and myth indicates mythical period that it is 
different from human life when it narrates specified 
event while legend is contemporary with human 
period. 

Myth can enter to legend scope but legend 
cannot enter to myth realm. 
 
b) Myth and symbol: 

 
It can be said that symbol is superior in which 

represents what is narrated as secret. So, symbol 
possesses holistic perspective and in other hand, 
symbol represents all without being individuality. 
The individuals are unified and form a body without 
any isolation in styles referred in symbols. 

For example in symbols of Shahnameh a 
Scythian hero could have been reached to eternality 
in myth without mentioning in history and this 
symbol is Rustam. 
 
c) Myth and epic: 

 
Epic means agility and rapidness and brevity and 

it is rooted in myth. Myth delivers epic and raises it 
and real epic is born from myth. 

Thus epic is born in culture and literature of 
nations with ancient mythology and history. Those 
epics that are not rooted in myths are not true and 
they are only epic in the the surface so they should be 
considered as arisen and represented from myths. 
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Since epic is like offspring of myth so epic and myth 
are the same in nature and structure. 

The only separating element between myth and 
epic is that epic has chance to enter to art eternal 
realm and poetry and became eternal in literature 
more than other foundations. 
 
d) Myth and allegory: 

 
Professor Allameh Homaei defines allegory in 

philosophy and points that there is a similarity 
between two things in appearance and as a result one 
thing is compared with other one. 

Concerning to the difference between myth and 
allegory it should be said that the difference is in 
unconsciousness and consciousness of myth. In 
myth, human psychic traits are transferred into 
objects: the heart becomes like a bloody stone, cloud 
speaks, stars stare on humans, and water boils for 
lamenting of Sivash and sky imprecates Afrasyab. 

This poetical conduct belongs to primary human 
being that narrates his life as myth and a dragon 
takes moon in its mouth in lunar eclipse and an angle 
is responsible for wind blowing. 

In the ancient man opinion this angle is real like 
a demon that it is god of meanness and myths play an 
important role in progress of pagan religions and for 
us demon is allegory of badness so allegory is a myth 
that has entered to our consciousness world from 
unconsciousness and there is no consciousness in 
mythology. 
 
Myth in divan of Amir Khusrow Dehlawi: 

 
Khusrow Dehlawi sometimes uses mythical 

elements mentioned as in ancient myths and he 
sometimes regenerates them and uses mythical 
elements as his desires in different way for transfer 
of his idea. In such cases, mythical elements achieve 
new functions different from their mythical status. 
 
Spring of life: 

 
“Anybody who drinks from spring of life 

achieves eternal life. In religious beliefs those who 
drink or wash their bodies in this spring gain eternal 
life and become eternal and invulnerable. Alexander 
could find drink from this spring and “Khidr drank 
and became eternal so it is called Khidr spring and 
due to similarities in viewpoints of some poets it has 
been accompanied by “Jame jam” (Jam cup)(Yahagi, 
myths and fictions dictionary: 10). 

“Who drinks from mythical spring gains eternal 
life and this spring is located in dark and narrow 
place .In Persian literature it is allusion for 
wine”(Shamisa, dictionary of allusion :24).  

One day Alexander wanted to drink from spring 
of life but he could not find it And Khidr found and 
drank from it (64/4) 
 

Arash: 
 
“Arash or Arkhash is famous for 

Kamangir(archer) in Persian literature. After victory 
of Afrasyab on Manochhr it was deiced to determine 
the boundary between Iran and Turk by shooting of 
an arc of an Iranian worrier and Arash was chosen 
for this purpose. An angle came and ordered Arash to 
choose a arrow and he shot it from Alborz mountain 
to far most .He shot so strong that as he gained his 
life from it” (Yahagi, myths and fictions dictionary: 
36-37). 
 
Alborz: 

 
“Gaf (Alborz)is a mountain around the world 

and it was said that it is from emerald and its height 
is 4500 kilometer and its important part is in water 
and it is seen as emerald in sunrise every morning 
and it changes to blue when it is reflected and in 
geography book it is called Alborz” ”(Shamisa, 
dictionary of allusion :937-938). 

I only think about you Alborz and fly are not 
important for me (1191/7). 
 
Jame jam (cup of Jam): 
 

“In all cultures there was a cup that all incidents 
and secrets were predicted by it. According to 
descriptions all figures of stars and planets were 
drawn on it and it was mysterious so that the 
incidents happened in far were reflected on it. Some 
consider it as wine cup and it is called Jamshid cup 
due to discovering of wine in his time. Some belief in 
two cups one for wine and one for prediction. In 
Shahnameh this cup is belonged to Kekhusrow and it 
is not referd to Jasmshid” (Yahagi, myths and 
fictions dictionary: 274-275).This issue has led to 
consideration of Jamshid and cup and “Jame jam” in 
its surface and mystical meaning in Persian 
literature”(ibid:293). 

You said that the good person is not recognized 
without love And if wine is not tranquiller the cup is 
not valuable (814/7) 
 
Lines of cup (jam): 
 

“Wine cup had seven lines as follows from up to 
bottom: “jor, Bagdad,Basreh,arzaq,varshekar,kasegar 
and frodine”. It was believed that Jamshid invented 
them”(Adibolmamalek Farahani:739). 

When our desire ends where our wine cup has 
such lines (1163/2) 
 
Zal: 

 
“Zal was father of Rustam and son of Sam. 

Since Zal hair was white and he was left by Sam on 
Alborz. He was arisen by a phoenix and he was 
called Dastan. After many years Sam sought his son 
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because of a dream and the phoenix gave one of its 
feathers to him to fire it up in case of necessity”( 
Shamisa, dictionary of allusion :347). 

Zal finds his treasure underground with his 
golden body As brave and invulnerable and strong 
(1088/12) 
 
Simorgh(fabulous bird): 

 
“Simorgh is “sin moor” in Pahlavi means 

“fabulous bird”. According to the ancient narratives 
this bird leaves on a strange tree of “heriosp 
tokhmak”(tree with a seeds) and this bird has colored 
wings in four sides located on Alborz and it raised 
Zal besides its chicks. When Zal returns to his family 
he brings a feather of Simorgh to help him in 
trouble”(ibid:503-504) 

Where is my thin beloved? O my God is that 
Simorgh or alchemy (32/4)  
 
Zahhak and snake: 

 
“Zahak is a powerful and mean three mouthed, 

three head and three eyed giant created for 
destruction of the world. In order to access to Iran he 
praised Iranian god and offered sacrifice for Venus to 
destroy seven worlds but he was unsuccessful. After 
losing splendor by Jamshid, Zahhak sought splendor 
by aid of demon and he dominated on Iran and got 
married with sisters of Jamshid ,Shahrnaz and 
Arnavaz and ruled out thousands years on Iran and 
finally Feridun son of Abtin gain victory on Zahhak 
by the help of Venus and killed him”( (Yahagi, 
myths and fictions dictionary: 548). 

H gained power by the help of snake You 
achieved Solomon realm by the help of ant (804/4) 
 
Alchemy: 

 
“Alchemy is a science that human soul reaches 

to perfection by it and  metals like  tin and cupper are 
converted into gold and alchemy and other four 
sciences are called five great sciences”(ibid:385-
386). 

Those who were deceived by world appearance 
They left the treasure and sought alchemy 
(1034/7,101/1,333/6 and 32/4). 
 
Moon of Nakhshab: 

 
“It is a moon created by Hashem ben Hakim 

famous for Almogana by magic in Nakhshab in 
Turkestan .He sent it into sky from the well in the 
Siam Mountain called Nakhshab well. It was called 
this moon was seen for two months and it lighted its 
surrounding and it is called that this moon was made 
of mercury” (Yahagi, myths and fictions dictionary: 
474). 

The idols are lie like Nakhshab moon If you are 
not reliable about yourself do not talk about your 
inner (1163/4). 
Moon and reed: 

 
“The ancient believed that moonlight bores 

cotton clothe”(Shamisa, dictionary of allusion 
:1078). 

Your greed burrows your belief The reed cup 
bores like moon light (1526/6) 
 
Mandrake: 

 
“Mandrake is a plant like two twisted humans 

grew in China as turned upside and its root is like 
hair and this plant is similar to two humans twisted in 
each other and it is said that who picks up it he dies 
soon. In order to pick up mandrake its surrounding is 
emptied and it is picked up easily and one end of a 
rope is tied on it and the other end is tied up to a dog, 
cow or other animal neck and the animal dies after 
several days Its magical properties are considered in 
China, India and even in Arabic countries and it is 
used for love between couples”(ibid:795-797). 

No plant is grew from soil except mandrake 
Where I cry like rain (101/5) 
 
Seven or nine worlds: 

 
“According to ancient Iranian and Zoroaster 

beliefs the sky has four layered: stars, moon, and sun 
and heaven. From Sassanid period it is believed that 
the sky has seven layers that each layer belongs to 
one of the seventh planets. Of seven or nine worlds 
the fourth sky is famous as sun layer since Jesus 
could not go beyond this world”(Yahagi, myths and 
fictions dictionary: 45-46). 

“There are nine planets around earth: moon, 
Mercury, Vesper, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and stars and 
Atlas. The earth composed of soil, water, wind and 
fire. The zodiac is fixed and there is no star in Atlas 
and beyond is vacuum”( Shamisa, dictionary of 
allusion :16). 

When we were drawn in Love Sea We walked 
on nine worlds (1462/2) 

When our master takes effort  He goes beyond 
seventh world (14/9) 
 
Osprey: 

 
“Osprey is a fabulous bird that it was considered 

propitious and lucky. The ancient believed that this 
bird eats bone and if it sits on a person head he 
becomes king” ”(Yahagi, myths and fictions 
dictionary: 888). 

Where fly sits on head of a king There is no 
place for flying of osprey (40/6)(14/9) 
 
Yalda: 
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“It is originated from Syrian means birth and 
since yalda night is considered with birth of Jesus so 
it is referd in this meaning .Yalda is equivalent to 
European Noël in 25th of December .It is the longest 
night then sun rises up and days become longer. 
Yalda was malevolent for Iranians since the demon 
was in dark in addition to cold winter .For 
elimination of this malevolence the Iranians were 
danced and sang around fire and this ceremony is 
continued nowadays”(ibid:913). 

Nobody knows the pain of Khusrow except Who 
was in dark at Yalda night (1730/9) 
 
Conclusion: 

 
The tie between myth and literature dates back 

ancient times and this relationship is continued in 
this period so that most of the poets refer to 
mythology by considering contemporary conditions 
and add to wealth of their poetry. But it should be 
pointed that the poets of these myths create different 
work due to incompatibility with shaping of myths 
and they sometimes by inspiration of old myths use 
them. Amir Khusrow Dehlawi is one of these poets 
that myths have important status in his poetry and 
some mytghical fogures are seen in his works. 

The important point is that regeneration of 
myths and mythology in his poems is related to his 
social altitudes and thoughts; since the aim of 
regeneration of myths in his poetry is attention to 
society and common people and unification of them 
that it has close relationship with the poet ideology. 
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